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Abstract. The importance of nutrition for Parkinson’s disease patients has been
acknowledged in many papers. On the other hand, the usability of tools sup-
porting nutrition interventions is not well studied. This paper presents a case
study on how to design a nutrition tracking mobile application for users with
Parkinson’s disease. We focus on the design choices made to accommodate
users and findings from usability testing with users.
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1 Introduction

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a long-term disorder of the central nervous system that
mainly affects the motor system. It belongs to a group of conditions called motor
system disorders, which are the result of the loss of dopamine-producing brain cells.
The four primary symptoms of PD are tremor, or trembling in hands, arms, legs, jaw,
and face; rigidity, or stiffness of the limbs and trunk; bradykinesia, or slowness of
movement; and postural instability, or impaired balance and coordination. As these
symptoms become more pronounced, patients may have difficulty walking, talking, or
completing other simple tasks [1]. There are 10 million patients worldwide (1.2 million
in the EU [2]). Their lives are dependent on others and there is no cure, we can only
postpone the onset of symptoms or treat their severity. “The combined direct and
indirect cost of Parkinson’s, including treatment, social security payments and lost
income from inability to work, is estimated to be nearly $25 billion per year in the
United States alone. Medication costs for an individual person with PD average $2,500
a year, and therapeutic surgery can cost up to $100,000 dollars per patient” [2].

Given the above, it is no surprise that several research projects have been funded to
advance our knowledge of PD (Rempark11, Sense-Park2, Cupid3, Neurotremor4).

1 http://www.rempark.eu/.
2 http://www.sense-park.eu/.
3 http://www.cupid-project.eu/.
4 http://www.car.upm-csic.es/bioingenieria/neurotremor/.
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The work presented in this article was part of the PD_manager5 project, which built and
evaluated an innovative, mHealth, patient-centric ecosystem for Parkinson’s disease
management. More specifically the aim of PD_manager was to:

1. model the behaviors of intended users of PD_manager (patients, caregivers, neu-
rologists and other health-care providers),

2. educate patients, caregivers and healthcare providers with the focus on occupational
and speech therapies and

3. propose a set of unobtrusive, simple-in-use, cooperative, mobile devices that will be
used for symptoms monitoring and collection of adherence data (smartphone, sensor
insole, smart pillbox, wristband with sensors for acceleration, heart rate, etc.).

Many studies exist on ICT solutions to aid people with Parkinson’s, from passive
monitoring to tele-rehabilitation [3]. This paper focuses on the design and evaluation of
a user interface of a mobile application for tracking nutrients and foods consumed by
Parkinson’s disease patients.

2 Design Decisions and Argumentation

The design started with a literature review, which includes interfaces for the elderly [4–
7] and for people with Parkinson’s [8–13], yet we were unable to find anything specific
on designing nutrition tools for Parkinsonians (despite nutrition being recognized as
important to manage the disease).

We designed an information structure that helps users understand the system and
designing an interaction that makes it easy for them to finish a given task. Our goal was
to design whole experience more user-friendly by designing the interface that enables
users to quickly recognize the objects on the screen. With specifically designed visual
language provides we helped patients to locate interactive elements on screen, pay
attention to the most important information and differentiate between input text and
instructions. Furthermore, it enabled users to understand which functions are available
to them and stay aware of the current activity that they are participating in.

Design choices were made with patients in mind and were grounded in design
principles of graphical user-interfaces and visual communications. We used color and
shape in a way that utilizes selective and associative perception of the visual variable.
We determined the same color for objects with the same functionality, which made it
easy for users to recognize, locate and isolate them and group them into categories (e.g.
static and interactive objects). We used the difference of shape to enable users to
differentiate between subcategories, while preserving the perception of the main cat-
egories (e.g. icons of functions and input suggestions – both interactive objects). We
designed a few instances of different brightness of information and increasing the
difference between them to establish visual hierarchy and make it easier for users to
process visual information. We also used semiotic principles to communicate different
functions of buttons and provide the feedback of successfully completed tasks. We

5 http://www.parkinson-manager.eu/.
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unified visual language throughout the whole app to make the interface predictable and
consequently allow users to quickly learn how to use the app.

Because of designing mainly for elder users the visual style differed from the ones
usually found in mobile applications. It had more boldness, strong use contrast and the
presence of clear, emphasized elements. Aesthetic value was compromised in some
parts for making sure that the interface as evident as possible for the users from the
focus group, which may have problems with their sight.

Designed visual language helps users to:

1. to see what they can tap on and what not by coloring all the interactive elements
blue and all the static one’s gray;

2. to focus on the most important parts of the screen by applying bigger contrast to
them;

3. to recognize what activity, they are performing by assigning different background
color to different tasks (meal input – black background, meal tagging – white
background);

4. to know when they have completed the task;
5. differentiate which text is an input and which not with fonts (same typeface family –

non-input: sans serif, input: serif) and which text is an instruction and which not
with font styles (non-instructions: regular, instructions: italic);

6. to perceive which are the available functions by visualizing them with icons;

Designed structure enables users to:

1. to easily read what’s written on the screen by avoiding sentences and using short
words with big text size and bold font;

2. to process information by revealing it progressively;
3. to check and correct entered data by making it always visible on the screen with

editing option to correct mistakes;
4. to perform tasks in an self-evident way by dividing the interface accordingly (upper

part for meal input, lower part for meal tagging).

Designed interaction makes it possible for users:

1. to easily hit targets by making them high and full-width;
2. to predict where something appears on the screen with consistent placing;
3. to interact with the tool with minimal tapping;
4. to easily select values by providing input suggestions;
5. to find what they are searching for by grouping similar information together.

3 Usability Evaluation

The usability test focused on the usability features defined by the ISO 9241-11:
Guidance on Usability [14]. In this standard, the usability is defined as the extent to
which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effec-
tiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use. In this regard,
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• effectiveness denotes the accuracy and completeness with which the users achieve
specified goals;

• efficiency measures the resources expended in relation to the accuracy and com-
pleteness with which users achieve their goals; and

• satisfaction designates the freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes towards
the use of the product.

In our case, the metrics of effectiveness was related to the amount of functionalities
exemplified in the performed tasks, while the metrics of efficiency focused on the time
used to perform the given tasks. Satisfaction was assessed by means of recorded
remarks of the moderator and a post-test questionnaire.

Fig. 1. Login credentials and logout; testing with these screens revealed how troublesome can a
basic interaction such as typing be for people with Parkinson’s. They suggested to have the
keyboard layout always in landscape so that keys are spaced more abundantly and to have the
option to see the password when typing as typos are more frequent.
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The usability test included think-aloud sessions with users performing the fol-
lowing tasks with an interactive prototype:

1. Login credentials and logout (Fig. 1),
(Username input and password input, confirm button;
menu selection, conform choice)

2. Recording current meal with a picture (Fig. 2),
(Menu select, picture take, button confirm, review collection)

3. Editing previously entered meal (Fig. 3),
(Food ingredient input, quantity input, confirm, repeat, confirm meal)

Fig. 2. Recording current meal with a picture was mostly well understood and accepted by the
participants.
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4. Recording meal without picture (Fig. 4),
(day input, hour input, minutes input)

A post-test interview allowed the user to express his/her opinion and answer: what
impression did you have using the app, were the elements in the app clear and readable,
was it possible for you to normally press the elements, where they big enough, was the
order of the screens understandable?

6 patients were recruited in the rehabilitation center Soča where the sessions were
executed during scheduled visits. In general, users praised the application and accepted
it well, however some issues emerged:

Fig. 3. Editing previously entered meal. Participants appreciated the fact that most input and
editing can be done via buttons thus minimizing the amount of typing needed.
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1. Food input suggestion were not accurate as users would like (e.g. yoghurt 3.5%
milk fat, suggested 1,2% milk fat from different brand).

2. Patients felt the need to additionally confirm their input (misusing the arrow which
is actually used to confirm the whole meal not just the ingredient).

3. The meaning of the settings button (cog) was not clear.
4. A patient did not consider scrolling at all.
5. Entering time of meal - minutes was not intuitive.
6. Default keyboard use should be in landscape mode to allow for more space between

keys.
7. The need to have a button making password visible during entering.

Fig. 4. Recording meal without picture. The problem that appeared here was selecting the 14:15
time as it lies between the first and second quarters on the pictogram. Correcting the target area
sensible for touch solved the current problem, but special attention must be paid to such details.
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4 Conclusion

The work presented is a successful case-study of how to design interfaces for ICT
solutions for a specific target group as people with Parkinson’s disease. Although the
principles used to design the application build on general HCI and more specific
accessibility literature, the value of the presented work lies in its specificity for PD
patients – a growing and underserved population. Although based on a limited number
of participants, to the best of our knowledge, this study is the only documented work on
designing a nutrition diet monitoring and planning application specific for Parkinson’s
patients.
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